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Our first impression about surveillance will always likely relates to with advanced
technology. However, advanced technology is the means that only awakens our
consciousness of surveillance but is not the birth of surveillance. It has been embedded
in our lives in our lives all the time for generations. Before the age of technology
blooming, surveillance was carried out by the human eye, and this mode continues
always. My thesis starts from our daily relationships, and analyzes how surveillance
happens around us within those relationships and people interactions.

Introduction
Abstract

This thesis proposes a surveillance system in a specific city: —Washington D.C., which
is a representative place representative of political power. By roaming within the city,
visitors will engage in the created surveillance system and connect with exhibition
contents. There are five featured building groups outside the museum, from the -- US
General Services Administration to St. Dominic Church, Capitol Hill Medical Center,
the Supreme Court and one of downtown residential zones— These responding to
five different relationships found in our lives.Visitors will be led to the target hosting
museum—the International Spy Museum—by answering questions and scanning
information codes in front of each building. While exhibition space is separated into
five sections responding with the featured building groups—bureaucracy space,
ethereal space, health care space, law enforcement space, residential space, in those
sections visitors could play conflicting roles to show both positive and negative sides
of surveillance— being monitored and monitoring others. By applying interactive
installations and abstracting different architecture features, the sense of monitoring and
surveillance will be magnified and augmented.
Surveillance system, as a product of social development, is not absolutely good or
bad but this exhibition gives visitors an opportunity to think about the role of the
surveillance systems in our society critically, in both positive and negative ways from
both perspectives—does it protect us? Or does it hurt us? There is no right or wrong
answer for this question, but it is important to explore enlighten people the way to use
surveillance and the boundary between protection and injury.
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Introduction
Background

Surveillance has long history in human society. Since society has
developed, as well as social power establishing, each of us lives under
surveillance —visual monitoring. Around 1400 years ago, ancient Tang
dynasty built several watchtowers in its capital, Chang’an, in order
to protect citizens from thieves and communicate between separate
authorities. Around 70 years ago, Stasi built a network of almost 500
secret apartment, which becomes the tool spying on friends, colleges,
families and then collapsed since reunion of Germany. Recently San
Francisco declared the face recognition technology by voting during
May 2019 and setup similar safe guards for protecting citizens’ safety
and civil rights. In the past, people without advanced technology
created higher buildings or set up a connecting spot between two
views to watch out others. However, technology eliminated distance
between people as well as privacy at each corner. Since people’s
increasing awareness of surveillance, more and more people are
worried about information leaking and inappropriate use of personal
information.
Questions are coming up: who are monitoring our information? What
are they watching? Where do surveillance happen in the city?
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Introduction
Thesis Statement

Whatever we do, wherever we are, we are always monitoring
others and being monitored. To design an exhibition about current
surveilalnce situation, I analyze different forms of surveillance forms
by via our daily activities interactions —between patients and nurses,
between prisoners and guards, between hosts and guests, between
religions and self-guards, between boss and employees. This analysis
leads to an exhibition featuring spatial forms of surveillance: five
featured places—health care building and law enforcement building
facilities, residential buildings, churches, and bureaucratic offices, —to
represent those relationships and leading visitors to reinspect the way
that surveillance exists in our lives. As the exhibition designer, I would
like to show two sides of surveillance. — Does surveillance play a
positive role or negative role in our lives? Also, I am thinking together
with visitors that where what is the boundary between voyeurism and
official surveillance?
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Last summer when I came back to China and rumoring in Beijing, I found that surveillance camera system is standing at every corner on the street. That situation is more
exaggerated than I could image. Surveillance cameras are like birds and standing everywhere above our heads. I was looking around the crowds, but no one cares about that
cameras. I tried to ask my friends for their attitudes toward surveillance and privacy,
but answers are varied. Someone gave positive answers, but others said that they hate
surveillance. Most reasons for negative answers, I summarized, are the uncertain flows of
personal information. Few people will doubt the development of technology, but everyone is afraid of who is behind surveillance eye.

Introduction
Work Motivation

After I came back school, I was observing streets in Providence but there are less surveillance cameras. When I was asking that the reason for less street cameras, one of professors told me his experience in elevator when he was young: someone was monitoring
his family and him in a hotel elevator and told him that do not do dangerous thing in the
elevator. Sometimes, some news will describe Facebook, Instagram, or Google maps as
a “thief” and “businessman” for our personal information. On “New York Times”, they
gave a big title for “Eyes on the Capital”, “Total Surveillance is not What America Signed
up for”, “12 million phones. One Dataset, Zero Privacy, etc… Now I realized that surveillance was already an important topic in our society, and it is everywhere.
However, the last but not least thing is that less people will talk about surveillance in
China. I was trying to figure out the reason behind from some aspects, such as traditional culture, residential environment influence, and political pressure. I also did research
about Chinese artists called Ge Yulu who did a surveillance performance art at the
street corner, but he was punished by his school and accusation was “antisocial”. However, from my perspective, his behavior might be brave but also excessive because he ignored two sides of surveillance. Those doubts inspired me to determine the topic of my
thesis as surveillance. In my thesis, I will analyze surveillance, as a tool or performance in
our daily lives, in both positive and negative sides, to figure out how surveillance embed
within our lives in different relationships. I want to become a speaker for this topic by
my exhibition.
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History of surveillance is always related with the development of
punishment, which cannot be independent from authority controlling.
Since human beings raised civilization, we grouped together and
divided works to everyone so that created social class. While
someone became worker class, someone became leader level, who
were supposed to ensure to organize and control the whole group
of people. The awareness of controlling is catalyst of punishment.
Once someone rebelled, they should be punished by rules—laws.
For instance, the most famous Babylonian code of law—Code of
Hammurabi—is a production of ancient Mesopotamia. “Nearly half
of the code deals with matters of contract, establishing the wages to
be paid to an ox driver or a surgeon for example. Other provisions
set the terms of a transaction, the liability of a builder for a house
that collapses, or property that is damaged while left in the care of
another. A third of the code addresses issues concerning household
and family relationships such as inheritance, divorce, paternity,
and reproductive behavior. Only one provision appears to impose
obligations on a government official; this provision establishes that a
judge who alters his decision after it is written down is to be fined
and removed from the bench permanently. A few provisions address
issues related to military service.”1 Feudalism had dominated most of
civilizations on the earth for long time.

Research
History of Surveillance

1. “Code of Hammurabi”. Wikipedia.
Wikimedia Foundation, February 07,
2020. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Code_of_Hammurabi
2. “Hisotry of democracy”. Wikipedia.
Wikimedia Foundation, February 07,
2020. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
History_of_democracy

However, civilization also pushed the progress of democracy.
“Democracy is generally associated with the efforts of the ancient
Greeks and Romans, who were themselves considered the founders
of Western civilization by the 18th century intellectuals who
attempted to leverage these early democratic experiments into a new
template for post-monarchical political organization”.2 Although in
a demand of democracy age, punishment, or in other words, central
authority is not eliminated but transformed into other forms, for
example, surveillance. The strict laws were changed into more gentle
words, but the level of surveillance becomes more intensive. I believe
that in this way, the power is still kept in authority and also give
citizens psychological stress to self-guard. Surveillance on citizens
has worked for several centuries. However, since technology already
penetrated into our daily lives, now we need to ask that here is the
boundary between voyeurism and official surveillance?
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Panopticon, from the Oxford dictionary explanation 3, is a circular
prison with cells arranged around a central well, from which prisoners
could at all times be observed. This vocabulary has more than one
meaning in today’s society. Now this word becomes a professional
vocabulary in sociology that explains more about current social

B. http://www.disphotic.com/beyond-the-panopticon/

A. https://vrjam.devpost.com/submissions/36286-panopticon

Research

C. https://www.copybook.com/companies/milestone-systems/
articles/powerful-ip-video-integrations

Foucault and His “Prison”

3. “Panopticon.” Lexico. Oxford,
December 6, 2019. https://www.
lexico.com/en/definition/panopticonords/gaze/
4. “What is panopticon -- Definition and Concept.” Study, December 6, 2019. https://study.com/
academy/lesson/what-is-a-panopticon-definition-concept.html
5. Koskela, Hille. “‘The Gaze without Eyes’: Video-Surveillance and
the Changing Nature of Urban
Space.” Progress in Human Geography 24,2 (2000) pp. 243–265.
sage journal, 2000. http://citeseerx.
ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.895.2168&rep=rep1&type=pdf.

structure, from Study’s definition 4, the panopticon is a structure
developed by Jeremy Bentham in the 1700s, and consists of a penal
structure of circular design in which prisoners are placed in cells
along the circumference and the guardroom is in the center of the
structure. In this definition, the whole paragraph does not mention a
word like prison or security guard, but spread the use of this words
into different context, like philosophy, psychology, sociology, and even
the design world, like urban design and architecture.
As a type of prison, the panopticon is design by Jeremy Bentham,
the English philosopher and social theorist, in the 18th century. This
design has the concept of allowing one security guard to observe all
prisoners without being aware of. In 1975, the panopticon is used as
a metaphor for the modern disciplinary society by Foucault in his
book Discipline and Punish. The book argued that as reason ruled the
society, pain had been eliminated as public executions come to an end.
In the 1970s, the change of the state’s legal powers equip the modern
prison a corrective technology. The technology serves for observing,
one of those more subtle punishing methods. After studying urban
space and Foucault’s interpretation of the panopticon prison, the
French sociologist Henri Lefebvre contended that spatiality is a social
phenomenon and architecture can be defined as the relationship
between people, objects and the panopticon.
The analysis of public surveillance(e.g. CCTV)’s social effect is based
on the metaphor of the panopticon. In 1990, Mike Davis emphasized
the similarity between the surveillance system and the panopticon.
Likewise, in 1996, Nicholas Fyfe and Jon Bannister contended
the rapid spread of CCTV is actually a dispersal of an “electronic
panopticon” 5. The aforementioned similarity has driven a lot of
attention.
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Western Culture
Since the establishment of democratic institutions in modern western
countries, democracy has gradually expanded to the world. The number
of countries practicing democracy has grown from not less than 30 in
the early 20th century to about 100 at the end of the 20th century.
Through the raise of democracy, western cultures pay more attention on
citizen’s rights, including protecting personal privacy. There are many artists did individual exhibition about surveillance: for instance, Jill Magid did
Evidence Locker in 2004, a multimedia installation in Liverpool that made
artist engage with closed surveillance camera within city and completed
her own performance art. Besides Jill Magid performance art, there are
also many topics of artworks throughout surveillance technology, military, tapping, films, etc. Those artists use various methods to show that
how surveillance penetrate in our lives and how daily life information has
been leaked. In western culture, protecting personal information is a vital
topic in the society. Citizens are open to talk about this, and governments cannot avoid the spread of critics and argument.

Research
Various Cultural Background and Attitudes

Eastern Culture
On the contrary, oriental culture has long history about immigration
and subrogation of dynasty. Every regeneration of dynasty will result in
great number of people. In Tang dynasty, China has the largest number
of 48,440,000 through history. Increasing number people will limit the
situation of living. From Yuan dynasty, Siheyuan, a historical resistance
became a popular lifestyle allover China, especially in Beijing and Shanxi.
In other place, such as Fujian province, in southeastern of China, people
live in Tulou, which has similar structure as Siheyuan but in circular shape.
People who are living in Siheyuan share a common courtyard with others and get closer with each other’s life. With the influence of Siheyuan,
people tend to have closer intimacy boundary between social relationships. Thus, even though today surveillance penetrates in our daily lives,
people tend to ignore the importance of information leaking. However,
some raising awareness will also be suppressed. Speaking of performance
art, few performance artists who did surveillance art are recognized
as ironic artworks or rebellion. For example,Yulu Ge, who stared at a
closed surveillance camera for a whole day to represent his questioning
to authority power, but finally get punishment from his college.
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Living under surveillance, people tend to hide their inner desires and
show a regulated behavior to the publics. The examples are easy to
see in our lives: if a thief finds out cameras nearby, he/she will restrain
stealing behavior; while sometimes a conceited thief with performing
personality will leave criminal evidence and clues under monitors
and play games with polices, as we watched in Criminal Minds.
When awareness of surveillance appears, performance will occur
successively.
The relationship between surveillance and performance inspires me
to design my exhibition in the next step: creating stages for visitors
and providing opposite roles in the performance.

Research
Psychological Reflection:
Stage? Performance?

Hall et al.defined monitored performances as “embodied
human processes that are tracked or verified by surveillance
technologies and/or rained human monitors” 6. In monitored
performances, performers alter their performance knowing
being monitored.The definition of monitored performances
also goes beyond Foucault’s panopticism as it accounts for two
additional perspectives. One is the practice of monitoring others,
and the other is the prediction based on the archival data from
monitoring.

6. Hall, Rachel, Torin Monahan, and Joshua Reeves. “Editorial: Surveillance and Performance.” Surveillance & Society 14, no. 2 (2016): 153-67.
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Mass Surveillance
The Big Data Collector in City & the Governmental Monitoring
Smart cities’ system cannot be independent from mass surveillance,
leading to both beneficial effects on the government and alerting
effects on the citizens. The smart city technology, depending on
constant data collection by sensors, cameras and tracking applications, on the other side, raising a number of privacy leakings against
the citizens’ privacy. Mass surveillance acts in a manner that reduces
urban anonymity, due to the breadth of information and potential
uses when multiple data streams are analysed together under a single
governmental entity. Advocates of smart cities, such as Vint Cerf, state
that this is akin to the level of privacy experienced in small towns7. In
contrast, critics express that information sharing in smart cities has
shifted from horizontal information flows between citizens to a vertical, unilateral process between citizens and the government, reflecting
concerns about panopticism and the privacy rights.

Research
Surveillance in City Planning
Surveillance

Natural Surveillance

7. “Smart City.” Wikipedia. Wikimedia Foundation, December 6, 2019. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smart_city.

Sourveillance
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Architectural Typology

Research

Architecture is an important element that forms urban fabrics, impacting human behavior and reflecting the social construction in a long
history. Different architecural typologies reveal the social power and
class discrimination in detail, which influence the form the surveillance
system. There are always power differentiation in one building: for
example, in a residential house, guests are “babysitted” by hosts and
likely following the host’s leading and guiding; in a commercial building, bosses are prefer to watch how their employees work efficiently;
prison building is the most obviouse one to show the power between
social class like prisoners and guards. In this proposal, I analyze that
how different architectural factors make surveillance happen significantly and uniquely in our daily lives.

Architectural Typologies Impacts

D. https://www.sterlingcodifiers.com/codebook/getBookData.php?chapter_id=83238
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Josephine Baker House, Adolf Loos, Paris

Siheyuan 四合院, Beijing

Residential Architecture

Residential Architecture
“The reception rooms on the first floor
arranged around the pool—a large salon
with an extensive top-lit vestibule, a small
lounge and the circular café—indicate that
this was intended not for private use but as
a miniature entertainment center. On the
first floor, low passages surround the pool.
They are lit by the wide windows visible on
the outside, and from them, thick, transparent
windows are let into the side of the pool, so
that it was possible to watch swimming and
diving in its crystal-clear water, flooded with
light from above: an underwater revue, so to
speak.”
		
-- Kurt Ungers, collaborator of Loos 8

E. https://www.susana-ventura.com/lectures/pas-de-deux

Eye contact, which is a significant part in female
gaze study sometimes, also plays an important
role in architecture design. Because the client of
this project is Josephine Baker, who was French
entertainer and civil rights activist, and renowned
as dancer in her early career and supported the
Civil Rights Movement during the 1950s. The most
famous argument about this project is the design of
pool at the center of house.
There are two objects in the residential
architecture, host and guest, like usual residential
architecture do. While Baker is swimming in the

F. https://zh.wikipedia.org/wiki/ 北京四合院#/media/File:Siheyuan_fukan.JPG

pool, swimmer becomes an observed subejct and
guest becomes viewer, which is totally opposite
from normal residential building. Another argument
claims that viewer could also see themselves
because of the reflection of swimming pool’ glass.
The whole pool glass can be also regarded as a
frame, which can see both swimmers and viewers
within the frame.
The membrane that architect made between
buildings and bodies are recognized and defined as
“pure desire” and “sensation of intimacy”9, which
greatly different from oriented culture.

8. Colomina, Beatriz., and Bloomer, Jennifer. Sexuality & Space. Princeton Papers on Architecture ; 1. New York, N.Y.: Princeton Architectural Press, 1992.
9. “Pas de deux”. SUSANA VENTURA. February 07, 2020. https://www.susana-ventura.com/lectures/pas-de-deuxhttps://www.susana-ventura.com/lectures/pas-de-deux

Siheyuan, a historical style of residence found in
China, especially in Beijing and Shanxi province.
Through long history, Siheyuan was occupied by
one large and complex family, like family Qiao,
pointing out prosperity. This traditional lifestyle
influences Chinese people in awareness of privacy
through many years. Living in Siheyuan, as we can
see in the picture, many people will share a one
courtyard for daily activities, which means the
intimacy boundary between people is very closed.
Although the picture was taken from outside
Siheyuan, notice that there are some washed

G.https://www.aboluowang.com/2018/0813/1157437.html

clothes hanging in front of the inside doors. Living
in this type of residence makes people know each
other deeper. This situation creates stolidity in
social attitudes toward surveillance. I interviewed
some friends in China and most of them have a
positive attitude towards surveillance but ignore
the bad side like leaking personal information.
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Larkin Factories Administration, Frank Lloyd Wright, Buffalo

Washington National Cathedral, George Frederick Bodley, Washington D.C.

Commertial Architecture

Religious Architecture

“The frieze below the skylight was carved with suitably uplifting exhortations
about the virtues of work
and human solidarity”10

The exterior of the building was built by 5-story
steel and concrete structure, which was marked
as “a simple cliff of brick hermetically sealed”.
The interior was designed with a top-lit atrium
that taking much space at the center and four
floors around from floor to atrium ceiling. The
first floor of atrium is taken by office, and the
desks are arranged one by one very closed. From
my perspective, even though there are many
appreciations to this building, I still regarded it as
the production of industrial age. In the industrial
age, all workers are expected to work as machines
and designer sometimes ignored their needs for
working environment. Compare with Amazon’s
office in California, this building did not separate

the public space and private space for workers but
exposed all working space under others’ watching.
From this description of the building, we can see
all Wright’s consideration in about how to push
workers contribute to company.
Visual connection happens intensively on the
same floor. The autrium is very high to allow visual
communication to happen through whole building.
People who are working on the lower floor will be
watched by higher floors eyes. Within building there
are many public spaces to let workers watch each
other for increasing working efficiency, which is
responding with Machine age spirits.

10. Quinan, Jack. Frank Lloyd Wright’s Larkin Building : Myth and Fact. Architectural History Foundation Books ; 11. New York, N.Y. : Cambridge, Mass.: Architectural History
Foundation ; MIT Press, 1987.

“The concept of surveillance is ingrained in our
beings. God was the original
surveillance camera”11
-- Hasan M Elahi

Religious space is the most unique one in all typologies. Surveillance in this type of architecture is
not only depends on the its functions but also try
to create the sense of holy. This sense is regarded
as the most pure and clean power to support our
beings’ mental world and monitor us to behave
kindly. From architect’s speaking, they can see the
structure and decoration’s influence on prayers.
During section discuss with professors, we talked
about pastor’s position in Christian’s cathedral

and how does pastor watch worshippers inside
buildings. Most famous Christian’s cathedrals are in
Basilica floor plan that echoing cross symbol, and
the widest space inside cathedral will leave to the
intersection of the cross which is placing a figurative sculpture, for example, Jesus or Virgin Mary.
The space is always super high to create echoes.
Pastor standing below sculptures and reading Bible,
usually gives visitors an invisible power from God.
The most interesting thing is figurative sculpture on
the wall. From my perspective, a religion that can
spread all over the world successfully must have
some figures in real instead of void imagination. In
religious space, all elements that create by architect
such as auditory, vision, even tactile will eventually
make God alive. That is how God's surveillance
happens inside religious architecutres.

H. https://www.nbm.org/collections/washington-national-cathedral/?share_fragment=tVLBcoIwEP0auWTCAHba8cBBaT3ZXuxMj06EFVJDlkkW0b/vRql668XOMIFN3r739gU4ak8%2BTyJtD8roir96Z/KGqPOT6XySLfkZhiG22zZGV3NVojFQkkbrw5nyjbY1oZVWhU1lZKmogcopw%2BdRiZbA0uYv2qGTI5SLvjOoqsCfJekLv5KMl3T2nMo0TZ/k0mHTKitftaqdaltWLuX64kriThZMw/ryEwdwMkums/i7q69e6NRBrltVQ1SBL53uQmMekSYD%2Bdgszs2TrBBf1xlFcRutEPfqYlQXK8Q9g8Wb8hRA6waHUK%2BwPOcjcCcWYIwXylbM57QxaAMyjBeLAntH4E8Bdyf8MYZ7c8BI68n1F9m5Kxt9AM%2B7v9cTOK9ti16bKvh47z307R0sjhqWySfZdIe4xaNMQ9QPydsCDej2eac5dweeIgeVdty3eexf9g/mfwA%3D
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Retirement and Nursing Hom Wilder Kaiser, Dürschinger Architekten, SRAP Sedlak Rissland

Eastern State Penitentiary, John Haviland, Philadelphia

Medical Architecture

Law Enforcement Architecture

"Surveillance is permanent in
its effects, even if it is discontinuous in its action.”12
--Michel Foucault

J. https://www.aosarchitects.com/case-study/eastern-state-penitentiary-historic-site

Surveillance in hospital, generally speaking, is related
with high-technology: they detect every visible or
invisible changes in our bodies and send to doctors
to diagnose or some of equipment are able to diagnose automatically by today’s advanced technology.
But does anything else can surveil patients besides
technology? The reason to pick this retirement
and nursing house for medical case study is that it
not only has advanced technology but also a very
well-designed courtyard inside building. This atrium
enables the visual communication between each
unit, between dining area and different functional
area.Visual communication allows nurses to take

care of patients’ activities from far distance, and
also avoid exclusion between units and patients.
The most important roles in medical space will be
doctor and patients and their interactions are full
filled with surveillance in many ways.

Eastern state penitentiary is a typical example of
law enforcement architecture. From law enforcement architecture, it is possible to see how society
builds and work. Before Eastern State Penitentiary, there is one typology called Auburn system
applied for the prison all over the world: it’s forced,
punished, and absolutely silent all the time. Auburn
system shows the original form of prison and the
first pace of social punishment. However, opposed
to Auburn system13, Eastern State Penitentiary
called “Pennsylvania system” or “separate system”,
which is more active and individual-treated than Auburn system: the hall and cells create the religious

atmosphere. Surveillance, in this famous architecture, is reformed by its new concept “Panopticism”.
The structure of prison is launched from center to
every corner around. Prison’s center is for management and manipulation and usually occupies the
highest point in the whole structure. The advantage
is to keep watch on every launched hall at the same
time14. In Foucault’s analysis of panopticon, the most
significant feature is that prisoner will never know
whether to be surveilled all the time. In this form,
authority power is independent from individual and
becomes a permeated enforcement everywhere15.

13. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Auburn_system
I. Nursing house inside space. Reference: https://www.archdaily.com/889737/retirement-and-nursing-home-wilder-kaiser-srap-sedlak-rissland-plus-durschinger-architekten/5a94b330f-

14. Schneekloth, Lynda H., Feuerstein, Marcia F, and Campagna, Barbara A. Changing Places : Remaking Institutional Buildings. Fredonia, N.Y.: White Pine Press, 1992.

197cc6ba40000d8-retirement-and-nursing-home-wilder-kaiser-srap-sedlak-rissland-plus-durschinger-architekten-photo

15. Foucault, Michel. Discipline and Punish : The Birth of the Prison. First Vintage Books ed. New York: Vintage Books, a Division of Random House, 1979.
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“The observer and the observed
both participate in a constant
exchange. No gaze is stable ... the
subject and the object, the onlooker

Before the 20th century, gaze was played a role in its particular
medium. For example, critics claimed that when gaze is reflected in
painting, their analysis rarely extended beyond the canvas itself. Gaze
here seems clear at a glance. However, contemporary art criticism
focuses on how gaze is used as a bridge in our social activities and
how gaze conveys information and assumptions about the viewer /
being viewed. A gaze means much more than the medium itself that
produced it and then contains social meanings beyond its function in
art. As a result, “gazing” evolves its definition from only appearance to
intent appearance, and gaze can be viewed as a medium to connect
between art and sociology.

and the model transform their role

Research

into infinity.”

Artworks and Critics

16. “Gaze.” The Chicago
School of Media Theory.
The University of Chicago,
December 6, 2019. https://
lucian.uchicago.edu/blogs/mediatheory/keywords/gaze/

17. “Gaze.” The Chicago
School of Media Theory.
The University of Chicago,
December 6, 2019. https://
lucian.uchicago.edu/blogs/mediatheory/keywords/gaze/

Gazing study helps people understand themselves from inner side and
also during growing process. Surveillance is much more like a branch of
gazing study: understanding ourselves from others’ perspectives, which
related with social relationship, and authority powers.
Michael Fried, a modernist art critic and art historian, efforts to art
historical discourse and development of modernism, who claims that
“literalist art exists only in an interpreted state, without the attention
of bystanders, it is meaningless” 16. The blurring boundaries of art and
reality is the beginning of Fried’s argument against modern art. Fried
believes that if the gaze becomes more relying on such interaction,
then the artworks are failure, or in other words, “the degeneration
of art” 17. One of his most famous idea is that the gaze from public
audience is supposed to remain distance from the art kingdom. The
distance, between art and gaze, should be appreciated.
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Las Meninas

The Conjurer

Artist:
Diego Vellazquez
Year:
1656
Type:
Oil on canvas
Dimensions: 318 cm × 276 cm
Location: Museo del Prado, Madrid

Artist: Hieronymus Bosch
Year:
c. 1502
Type:
Oil on wood
Dimensions: 21 in × 26 in
(53 cm × 65 cm)

K. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Las_Meninas#/media/File:Las_Meninas,_by_Diego_Velázquez,_from_Prado_in_Google_Earth.jpg

L. “The Conjurer (Painting).”

Similiar as The Conjurer, Las Menina also presented
different position between 7 figures showing in the
painting by an outstanding artist in Spanish golden
age, Diego Velazquez. Most arguments are about
reality and illusion in the painting, from my perspective, the uncertainty of reality and illusion also leads
to the uncertainty of viewing and being viewed,
which could also be an interesting analysis with this
painting.

Discussing about the history and philosophy of
gazing, we need to first take a look of Hieronymus
Bosch’s painting, The Conjurer. Hieronymus Bosch
was born in early Netherlandish, and this painting
was published around 1502.

. In this painting, the figures standing nearby side
and behind, who are observing the main character,
recognize as spectator in the painting, now become
the subject of the painting, and is captured by the
artist’s gaze while the artist is still watching the
painting. The interaction blurs the line between
the characters until it is unclear who is watching
exactly whom. Gaze, in this painting, contrary with
the gaze in The Conjurer, becomes a way to interact
between the viewer and the artwork.
18

single place and explore deeper on this one but it
still makes us ignore the surrounding status. This
painting depicts the phenomenon of gaze well in the
Hieronymus Bosch’s era.

Whether the gaze is carried by the viewer or the
artwork, gazing itself is always meaningful. Michel
Foucault examines the special function of gaze
in Las Meninas and argues that the subsequent
relationship between the gaze of the viewer and the
gaze of the painting breaks the usual duality of gaze

In The Conjurer, we notice that people are divided
into two opposite side: tricking and being tricked.
Gazing sometimes becomes a tool to fool others
by this conjurer. In the painting, the gaze of the
woman in green who watches the gazing object.
This is the moment of capture and insight for the
viewer; the awareness of being seen by another and
what that brings to mind, though the subject of the
gaze here is unaware, is the production of self in
another’s gaze. Gazing indeed helps us focus on one

18. “Gaze.” The Chicago School of Media Theory. The University of Chicago, December 6, 2019. https://lucian.uchicago.edu/blogs/mediatheory/keywords/gaze/

L. “The Conjurer (Painting).” Wikipedia. Wikimedia Foundation, September 30, 2019. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Conjurer_(painting)#/media/File:Hieronymus_Bosch_051.jpg.
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Architectural Information

M. https://www.archdaily.com/917246/international-spy-museum-rogers-stirk-harbour-plus-partners

Architect: Rogers Stirk Harbour + Partners
Location: L’Enfant Plaza, Washington D.C., District of Columbia
Gross Area (whole building): 140000.0 ft²
Year: 2019
Building Type: Cultural Museum
Construction System: Glass + Steel
Heights: 7 floors --130 ft

Site Analysis
International Spy Museum -- 3 rd Floor

Site Plan

N. https://www.archdaily.com/917246/international-spy-museum-rogers-stirk-harbour-plus-partners
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O. Information drawing of International Spy Museum

12

Ground Floor Plan

First Floor Plan

Materiality
Glass Facade, Metal Supportors,
Steel Stairs

South Elevation

Weste Elevation

13

O. https://www.archdaily.com/917246/international-spy-museum-rogers-stirk-harbour-plus-partners

P. https://www.archdaily.com/917246/international-spy-museum-rogers-stirk-harbour-plus-partners
Q. https://www.architecturaldigest.com/story/richard-rogers-international-spy-museum-washington-dc
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Environmental aspects

Circulation, Programming

15

R. https://www.archdaily.com/917246/international-spy-museum-rogers-stirk-harbour-plus-partners

International Spy Museum is located at L’Enfant Plaza, side of 10th street. The construc-

Lobby and retail space are located at the ground level with double height of approx-

tion of this building stimulates the regeneration of whole street. The blocks nearby In-

imately 40 ft. Above the ground floor, there are three major exhibition rooms with

ternation Spy Museum, full fill with concrete architectures, which built from last century.

floor height of up to 20 ft. Those three exhibition rooms include “specail exhibition”,

This remarkable building could also be seen from both National Mall and Banneker Park

“Theatre”, “Operation Spy”, and permanent exhibition space. Elevators are at the back
of building, and stairs nearby big glass facade also allow visitors to enter or exit main
exhibition rooms from or into atrium above ground level.

S. https://www.archdaily.com/917246/international-spy-museum-rogers-stirk-harbour-plus-partners
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Architectural Drawing

Original Section

Original Floor Plan -- 3rd floor

Original Floor Plan with Dimension
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T. Landscape picture for Washington D.C. https://www.okstraw.com/washington-d-c-splastic-straw-ban-now-in-effect/

Site Analysis
The Capital of United States of America

Washington D.C.

The reason for choosing Washington D.C. as my site location city is
that the capital of America is the most representative city of central
power. My thesis topic is about living under surveillance, which relates
with the power of authority. In Washington D.C., we often see the
surveillance camera in front of buildings because this city has more
law enforcement buildings than other cities. People who will went to
this exhibition will browse this city first. The city will give them the
first impression of surveillance.
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The argument of surveillance should be seen critically. People with
different social identities will have different perspective of surveillance.
Different social structure and era background also make people have
different influences of surveillance. For example, George Orwell’s
most famous book Big Brother, showing us oppressive and scare
power through surveillance from everywhere. However, according
to socialist Helen Hintjens, surveillance and identity registration can
function as mechanism in order to benefit society and human rights.
“The right to (in)visibility is thus a constant and concrete negotiation, something art and photographic theory have a long history of
addressing, not least in the context of feminist, queer and postcolonial
debates, where issues of representation are paramount” 19

Design Concept
Contribution

Based on such fervor arguments, I found the topic of surveillance is
worth to be explored, especially in exhibition design. It is not only
showing visitors the current situation of surveillance in our society,
but also deliberate the future development of surveillance in technology and sociology.

19. Wolthers, Louise, Östlind, Dragana Vujanović, Östlind, Niclas, Hasselblad Center, Host Institution, and Buchhandlung Walther König, Publisher. Watched! : Surveillance, Art and Photography. Köln: Verlag Der Buchhandlung Walther König, 2016.
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Design Concept
Superposition
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Kaiser Permanente Capitol
Hill Medical Center
St. Dominic Church

US General Services Administration Regional Administrator

Supreme Court of the US

Design Concept
Urban Intervention

My purpose to do intervention is to let people
notice different functional space, and then drag their
attention to my exhibition. I put some questions
in front of each door of places, and scanning QR
codes. By scanning codes, they will get information
about exhibition and then be led to target museum
from each corner in the city.

International Spy Museum

Residential Zone
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US General Services Administration: Bureaucracy Office Space

St. Dominic Church — Ethereal Space

Design Concept

Residential Zone Nearby Target Museum

Layout Design -- Curitorial line
For the layout design part, I overlay the site plan on
the original floor plan. It helps me determine the
curitorial line-- set up five functional spaces. Basically, what people see in the urban landscape is same
as waht they experience inside the exhibition space.
Kaiser Permanente Capitol: Hill Medical Center: Health Care Space
Supreme Court of the US: Law Enforcement Space
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Bureaucracy Office

Restroom
Etheral Space

Elevator

Residential Space

Health Care Space

Law Enforcement

Layout Diagram

Circulation Diagram
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Urban Surveillance Video:

Exhibition Space
Introduction

On the introduction wall, there are some screens
showing how visitors would be tracked and recorded by scanning QR codes. Their personal information will be shown on the screen, such as routes
from specific buildings to target museum. Additionally, walking speeds will be calculated and also their
health conditions.

Tracking routes from St. Dominic Church to International Spy Museum.

Kaiser Permanente Capitol
Hill Medical Center
St. Dominic Church

US General Services Administration Regional Administrator

Supreme Court of the US

International Spy Museum

Residential Zone

Tracking routes from Kaiser Permanente Capitol Hill Medical Center to International Spy Museum.
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ELEVATOR

Exhibition Space
Introduction
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63

Exhibition Space
Positive side of surveillance

Bureaucracy space

Outside layer display screen
Negative side of surveillance
Middle layer supporting studs

The first space is bureaucracy office. I want to show
both positive and negative sides of surveillance. For
the positive side, it will be shown by center screen and
side walls. The center screen shows a global security
camera system: for government, they can detect the
dangerous situation and try to avoid it before things
getting worse. The side wall displays street videos to
make every feel like they are polices to monitor the
street.
For the negative side, it shows on the table. The touching screen will collect npersonal information and then
go into the gear table. From my perspective, the whole
bureaucracy system works like a gear and we don't
know who is watching documents.

Suspended center screen from ceiling

Inside layer covering metal panel
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Exhibition Space
Bureaucracy space
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Exhibition Space
Religious Space

Positive side of surveillance
Negative side of surveillance

Acoustic material arch: Extreme white and bright
environment— to create the sense of holy. Representing that how religions help people self-guard.
Acoustic material wall: Extreme black and dark
environment with background sounds of war. Single
sculpture represents that how religions control people
spiritually and reinforce the power of authority.
The arch is covered by acoustic material, and it's white
and large, while the black space is small and narrow
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Exhibition Space
Religious Space
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The whole place will be extreme white, just like
visitors are in a real medical lab.

Exhibition Space
Nurse’ view side of surveillance

Health Care Space
Patients’ view side of surveillance

Technical Drawings:

In this section, visitors can play roles of nurse and
patients. To experience patients’ view, your body’s
information will send to screens and diagnose
automatically. LED lines connect patients’ body
parts to each screen for diagnosing.Visitors can
choose to leave information in exhibition collection
or take their information back home. This section
represents how technology monitor and affect our
lives all the time.
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OPERATION IN PROGRESS

Exhibition Space
Health Care Space
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Exhibition Space

Defendant's View
Justice's View

Law Enforcement Space

Most law enforcement buildings are in symmetrical
form. In this section, visitors can play defendant,
justice and grand jury perspectives, to understand
how surveillance happens in the law enforcement
buildings. The lowest height of defendant's view, and
the heighest point in the room is justice's view. To
augment the sense of contrast between roles, there
is highly contrast height between defendant view
and justice view. For the background sound, your
information will be read by your permission. It is
more like you are inquested.

U: Material Display Reference

Grand Jury View

White Metal Panel

White Perforated Metal

U. Picture Reference: Mim Design uses perforated metal to brighten Melbourne construction office. https://www.dezeen.com/2019/12/03/cobild-office-interiors-mim-design/
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Exhibition Space
Law Enforcement Space
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Exhibition Space
Residential Space

Instagram lives under surveillance

Real lives under surveillance

In this section, there are two mirrored installation
that mirror our real lives to digital forms. In the colored blocks, visitors can play with installations and
others will see their activities during home; while
the other blocks will decorated by screens and
visitors can upload and display their secrete lives on
the screens. People can choose to “thumb up” on
others’ uploads and leave comments. This is one of
ways of surveillance in our digital age.
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Exhibition Space
Residential Space
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Exhibition Space:
Ending Corridor

Exhibition Surveillance Video:
Ending zone records visitor’s
activities inside exhibition space.
They can find themselves and
observe others’ activities while
leaving exhibition. This section in
coherent with the introduction
zone, urban surveillance video.
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Famous Quotes of Surveillance

I hope my exhibition can enlighten people's attention of surveillance
and think about the next revolution of surveillance.
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SPECIAL THANKS TO MY FRIENDS AND INSTRUCTORS
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